Chambersburg Area School District
2010 Spelling Bee Competitors and Alternates

Benjamin Chambers: Emma Guare, Alternate: Corey White
Fayetteville: Quinn Mangan, Alternate: Dilson Martinez
Lurgan: Shelby Denlinger, Alternate: Brittany Robinson
Falling Spring: Parthvi Mundhwa, Alternate: Rebecca Li
South Hamilton: Serena Wilkinson, Alternate: Jacob Brouse
New Franklin: Joshua Simmons, Alternate: Dalton Strite
Coldbrook: Katherine Myers, Alternate: Brendan Karper
Scotland: Joanna Bookamer, Alternate: Kealey Glass
Marion: Kameron Brand, Alternate: Garrett Showalter
Stevens: Jayden Doctor, Alternate: Kevin Flores
Grandview: Renea Furfaro, Alternate: Ryley Reed
Guilford Hills: Bradley Sharrar, Alternate: Keely Weimer
Buchanan: Lucas Lahr, Alternate: Erika Rundquist
Hamilton Heights: Jillian Gordon, Alternate: Whitney Orr